This note is concerned with orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle and their use in probability theory.
Let /(/)^0 (not zero a.e.) be integrable on -7r^/^7r; then, according to Szegö [l] , a system of polynomials {ct> n (z)} orthogonal with respect to ƒ(/) on -ir^t^ir are uniquely determined by (i) (l>n(z) is a polynomial of degree n in which the coefficient of (1) z n is real and positive,
(ii) (l/2ir)/;^B(«)fc(«)/(0* = 8n«, (* = «"). Recent results [2 ; 3 ; 4 ] have shown the importance of the Szegö polynomials in discussing fluctuations of sums
, of independent, identically distributed random variables Xj. The results derived directly from the theory of the polynomials (1) were necessarily restricted to the case of symmetric, integral-valued random variables. We consider here an alternative definition of the polynomials (1) designed to allow a natural generalization of these results to nonsymmetric, not necessarily discretevalued random variables. This approach also seems to have connections with prediction theory.
Let {a n } and {/3 n } be given sequences of complex numbers with a n p n 7él for all n, and let u 0 and VQ be given constants. Then, the system
determines polynomials u n (z) and v n (z) of at most degree n in z and 1/s, respectively. The condition a n /3 n^l for all n is necessary and sufficient for the existence of u n (z) and v n (z) for all n. Let kl = LCUi (1-«mjSm)"" 1 , and set
where k n is one of the square roots of kl (we allow some arbitrariness here). We will connect <j> n {z) and \l/ n (z) with the Szegö polynomials.
The following notation will be used consistently below. Let ƒ(t) be integrable on -w^t^T with Fourier coefficients
, and let E n and F n denote the cofactors of A-n and A n , respectively, in D n . Implicit in definition (1) is the following generalization. Let ƒ(/) be integrable on -ir ^ t^ IT , and let D n ?£0 for all n ^ 0 ; then, the systems of polynomials {4> n (z)} and \^n(z)} are uniquely determined (to within a plus or minus sign) by (i') </>n(z) and ^n{z) are polynomials of degree n in z and 1/z, (4) respectively, with equal leading coefficients,
= h n^ (* = *")• The condition Dn^O for all n is necessary and sufficient for the existence of <j>n(z) and \l/ n (z) for all n. Lemma 1 shows the construction of a n and {5 n given ƒ(/). How is f(t) constructed given \a n } and {ft,}? It can be shown using Lemma 1 that the AkS (fe^l) are unique if an f(t) exists (Ao arbitrary), and we are led to the moment problem. We consider here only the case X)! 0^! < °° and ]C|j8 n | < °°« ^n this case there exist unique functions <t> + (z) analytic in \z\ <1 and <j>~~(z) analytic in \z\ >1 such that lim u n {z) -<j) + {z) uniformly in \z\ 5*1 and lim v n (z) -<l>~(z) uniformly in \z\ ^1. For a special construction of f(t) in terms of <j> + {z) and 4>~{z) see (b3) and Theorem 1.
The following theorems show in part an equivalence between two important classes of polynomial systems defined separately by (3) and (4). These two classes are (a) the polynomials determined by (4) in case Constructing orthogonal polynomials by system (2) leads naturally to a method of constructing orthogonal families in the continuous case. These orthogonal families are quite useful in solving fluctuation problems of sums S n in the nondiscrete case. The simplest continuous analogue of (2) is The results stated here for the discrete case form the basis of a recent technical report by the author. Included in this report is an application to a fluctuation problem of a type first considered by Spitzer and Stone [3] .
